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In The Shadow of a Crow
The Very Thought of You with its ethereal melody soaring over the long
beats, like desire inching toward a pure object of love, the archaic
Hollywood scenario of the modern prototype, the woman who loves too
much, rendered in the melodious admission (or submission) of More
Than You Know, the ingenuous trepidation embodied in Please Be Kind
and the anticipation of the homeward-bound lover in You’d Be So Nice To
Come Home To, these are the story lines that illuminate some of my
favorite ballads and swing tunes, so rich in harmony and imagery. The

lazy hammock “two- feel” and the chromatic surprises in the confession of love that is altar-bound in
Charles Mingus’s not-so-well-known tune, Baby Take a Chance With Me, is a find, thanks to Frank Lacy’s
rendition and to Susan Mingus, who kindly gave the lead sheet to me. It was Gordon Parks, and his daughter
Toni, who pointed me toward Don’t Misunderstand, a nostalgic lament about, and lyrical argument for,
uncommitted love that graced the movie Shaft’s Big Score, and which is, on this album, dedicated to
Gordon. In Paris I met, finally, the composer of Les Parapluis de Cherbourg, and so many film classics,
Michel Legrand. Les Parapluis de Cherbourg is offered with a bossa nova spin on the legendary porcelain
protagonist’s enduring song, and I hope it adds a new resonance that is pleasing to all, including the com-
poser! Que-reste-t-il?, also a French and American classic, is an impressionistic lament on the passage of
time as it dissipates into vaporous clouds, the sort I have come to know so well in Paris, and La Javanaise
here bouncing like a helium ball in 3/4 time, is a veritable French anthem, at once celebrating and abnegating
love tried and conveniently failed in the carousel of cynical attempts “en passage” toward the romantic
ideal. Monday Morning, a traditional ballad, paints a vignette of a young girl’s innocence in conflict with
rebellious sensuality and corralled within the social convention of an earlier time, all expressed in the simple
minor melody, the beauty of which is never exhausted in repetition. 

This album presents a number of songs I wrote both on my own and in partnership with some terrific
musicians, James Weidman and Ron Jackson, with whom I have performed over many years, and Galt
MacDermot, composer of the legendary musical Hair, with whom I worked on Broadway. Blue By the River
was written during an idyllic stay in New Orleans, during the Jazz Festival, replete with beads on the balcony

and steamboats on the Mississippi at dusk, unforgettable scenes in electric moonlight under a Prussian
blue sky. Shut Down the Moon, in 3/4 and “two- feel time,” came to me in the image of an amphitheatre of
disappointed love mounted on a papier-mâché set, and When The Dream Is Over, is an ironic deliberation on
the high stakes of a questionable love. New songs written for this album include Manhattan Under the Paris
Moon, reflections on a cross-continental journey and the surreal dislocations of time and place, and unresolved
relationships, all echoed in the disparity of musical idioms and united by a French carousel theme. In the
Shadow of a Crow, written in a mercurial weather pattern, and inspired by the flight of a bird past the window,
is a groove tune on a romanticized image ruffled by a portentous reality; and I Don’t Believe In Romance, is
a song that came to me in a moment of regret and leapt to limerick, materializing musically into an old-time
radio swing tune. This album is dedicated to my listeners, to the music, and to the musicians who have inter-
preted it with me, in this album and over time, always the poets and the painters of the canvass we
inhabit together, and to those who have supported the album, yet one more expression of the collective
unconscious that resides in the universal Songbook.

—Lisa Kirchner 2008

Lisa Kirchner performs an international jazz repertoire embracing American standards, French classics and
Brazilian music, as well as original songs both her own and those written in partnership with other com-
posers. She is a singer, songwriter and actress equally at home in clubs and in theatre, having appeared in
concert, on radio, records and television, in theatre and on Broadway. She has appeared at Foxwoods Resort
Casino, at New York City’s Birdland, Iridium, The Village Gate, Maxim’s, and many other clubs in New York City
as well as in Paris. She has been the invited singer to Gracie Mansion and the White House. On television
Lisa wrote her own songs for her on camera appearances on NBC’s Another World and on Broadway she
appeared as Lucy Brown in The Threepenny Opera, with Raul Julia, as well as in The Human Comedy.
Appearing as actress, singer and dancer, in numerous off and off-off Broadway productions at the Public
Theatre, the Delacorte, La Mama, Westbeth and The American Place Theatre, she was featured at Carnegie
Hall by Judy Collins for whom she sang harmony vocals in concert and on the albums Sanity and Grace and
Fires of Eden. One More Rhyme (2000) and When Lights are Low (2002), Lisa Kirchner’s solo albums on
Albany Records have continued to earn high praise from jazz critics and musical colleagues while airing in
the US and Europe.
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appeared in jazz festivals around the world and plays regularly in Paris clubs. He has appeared on numerous
albums and is co-author with Pierre Cammas of several Jazz and Modern Music Methodologies. He was one
of the first professors of Jazz, at C.I.M, Centre d’Information Musicale, teaching at numerous conservatories,
and leading as many Master Classes, and is contributing editor of the Dictionary of Jazz.

Jean Claud Laudat has appeared in numerous festivals including Jazz à Nice, Django Reinhardt de Samois,
Carrefour mondial de l’Accordéon de Montmagny au Québec, and Nuits de Nacre de Tulle. With Jean-Yves
Dubanton, he has toured Japan appearing at the Festival de Jazz de NIGAATA and Tokyo’s Blue Drag de Tokyo
as well as the prestigious Café Bastille, l’ Hôtel du Nord, Chez Elle and Petit Robinson in Paris. With Philippe
Meyer he toured Chile and he has appeared often on radio and in television, participating also as musician
and actor in a film by Pascal Thomas, le grand appartement.

Fabien Marcoz was winner of the 1er prix de la défense with Collectif Mû, a group with whom he recorded
two albums. He accompanies among others, Alain Jean-Marie, Lolo Bellonzi, Steve Grossman, and Georges
Arvanita. He plays regularly in Paris clubs with Olivier Temime, Jérôme Barde, Kirk Lightsey, Jean-loup
Longnon, Rick Margitza, and Stéphane Belmondo,and and has recorded with the groups of Fabien Mary, Jean-
Loup Longnon, David Sausay, Mourad Benhammou, Malia, Samy Thiébault, and Philippe Duchemin

Mourad Benhammou, who released an album with Interplanetary Music Orchestra, and led projects with
Alain Jean-Marie, Jean Bardy, David El Malek, Baptiste Trotignon and Raphael Imbert’s Nine Spirit, has played
with René Urtreger, François Chassagnite, Michel Grailler, Jimmy Slide, Peter King, Mino Cinelu, Ted Curson,
Joe Lee Wilson, Christian Escoudé, Bobby Porcelli, David Murray and James Spaulding. He appears interna-
tionally in concert, and on recording, with his own ensemble, Jazzworkers.

Since 1993 Vincent Frade has appeared with musicians such as Pierre Boussaguet, Marcel Azzola, Marc
Fosset, Georges Arvanitas, Patrice Caratini, Laurent Coq, Pierre Christophe, Louis Smith, and Jesse Davis.
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Texts 

When The Dream Is Over- music by 
James Weidman & lyrics by Lisa Kirchner

A smile that diverts, eyes that beguile
And simply walking on air
Can’t be love that hurts or regret in a while
Or joy that leads to despair
So what if evidence in part deceives
In my defense my heart believes
Till the facts reveal
What I should not feel
I’ll swear this dream is real

When the dream is over, then I’ll cry
When the dream is over, I’ll ask why
But while the world is a wonderland, 

and our new love is true
Until I repent the incident
I’ll take my chance on you

When the dream is over, I’ll go on, you’ll see
When the dream is over, it will dawn on me
But while we’re walking hand in hand, 

and the sky is a rosy hue
In the glasses the masses can’t see through
I’ll take my chance on you

The sky may fall, hearts may break
Love can be a treacherous thing
But I’ll give it my all until I’m awake
With a dream that’s worth remembering

When the dream is over, I’ll comply
When the dream is over, I’ll say goodbye
But until the facts are finally in, and I believe each clue
Until the dream is deemed untrue
I’ll take my chance on you

Blue By the River - music by 
Galt MacDermot & lyrics by Lisa Kirchner

It’s blue by the river
The moon is hanging down
It’s full to overflowing raining silver on the town
Half a mind I had for Texas, you know or Mexico
Whatever plain would heal my pain
That’s where I would go
But it’s blue by the river
Where thoughts are free as dreams
The water soothes like wine and so
I’ll stay in New Orleans
I’ll stay in New Orleans

Steamboats on the water,
Paint the sky above
Silent as your kisses
Smooth, untouched by love
Revelers mesh in costume
To music all around
They laugh you see but love like me
And stars rain silver down.
But it’s blue by the river
Where swirling kings and queens
Toast the ships, your lips, and say,
“That’s one for New Orleans”
“That’s one for New Orleans”

One day the tears will fall,
You’ll hang upon a word.
You’ll sing the sky by numbers
To a tune you’ve never heard.
Keep in mind the time you spend
In reverie as you lie,
The call to noon will haunt you soon
As love sails madly by.
But it’s blue by the river,
The vein of time redeems.
Laugh but oh one day you’ll know
This port at New Orleans
This port at New Orleans

Shut Down The Moon- music by 
Ron Jackson & lyrics by Lisa Kirchner

Love means yet remembering the cruel and tender ring
The sweet and gentle sentimental many splendored sting
Of hope that waned and sighed and like a candle died
So now I’ll fold the dream in two
And save one beam of moon for you

Don’t turn on the light, Shut down the moon
No music tonight, Its too soon, too soon
Don’t fan the trees, Close down the sky
Turn off the breeze while I cry, I cry
Don’t light up the stars
No mystical bliss between Venus and Mars
Can exist not like this
So turn off the light
Shut down the moon
No music tonight, Its too soon, too soon



In the Shadow of a Crow – music & lyrics by 
Lisa Kirchner 

A song came through my window
In the shadow of a crow
I saw it through a roving eye
And heard it in my bones
My good eye on the target
I was shooting to forget
I met the wind, dressed the dawn
And put my sorrow on

The daylight rose without the sun
The bird was flying low
I learned the tune that’s sung by no one
In the shadow of a crow

It’s raining on the eaves
The season’s gone without the leaves
That bird flies thru my window 

singing like a crow
It makes me feel as old as night a billion stars ago

As surely as the crow flies
As reckless as the skies
The rain is sitting on the clouds
Just waiting to come down
And summer’s pleading on its knees
While history guilds the town

There’s beauty in the sadness
And madness pouring down

The boy I love the only one
At heaven past my life did show
I learned the tune that’s sung by no one
In the shadow of the crow
It’s raining on the eaves
The season’s gone without the leaves
That bird flies thru my window 

singing like a crow
It makes me feel as old as night a billion stars ago

I Don’t Believe In Romance- music & lyrics by Lisa Kirchner

I don’t believe in romance
The way that lovers do
It’s only a need for something new
A read through a tale that’s not very true
I don’t believe in love at a glance
In hearts on fire and souls that dance
I don’t believe, I won’t believe, I don’t believe in romance

I don’t believe in romance
The way I believed in you
It’s only a burning, a shot of the flu
The seed of a yearning for something to rue
I don’t believe in belief in advance
In destiny, or fate or chance
I don’t believe, I won’t believe, I don’t believe in romance

Love is a beautiful illusion
That always leads to an old conclusion
It’s new and it’s fun ‘til the math is done
And you know the duo is two minus one

I don’t believe in romance
The way that lover’s do
It’s only a dish of a bird in a stew
A fish of a feather that’s salty and blue
I don’t believe in a horse or a lance
Or magic and castles in England or France
I don’t believe, I won’t believe, 
I don’t believe in romance

Manhattan Under the Paris Moon- music & lyrics 
by Lisa Kirchner

There’s a wind in China that blows through the floor
A moon sails over Manhattan
The years roll by I don’t see you any more
Stars through my window shine
At midnight Paris time

You’ll see me where memories wait
On the Ile Saint Louis near the golden Gate
Where strangers meet on a sunny street
On the Seine at the Quay overlooking the bay
On Riverside at a quarter to five

There’s a wind in China, a train to Kamaroon
Manhattan under the Paris moon
Stars pour down on New Orleans
You’ll know what it means on the third day of May
When the wind blows through noon and 

it rains in Monterey

Under the sky, the great big sky
On Mardi Gras at the Court of Versailles
In splinters, on sails, in clouds on the sea,
In the sky, on a mountain, in a town there I’ll be, 
By a clock in the desert on a stream in Saint Denis

There’s a wind in China, stars on the Pantheon
The world’s lost sox in a cardboard box
And poems that napkins are written on
Fields of honey where the water is wide
Under Northern lights on Riverside

There’s a train to Kamaroon and a storm on the grass
That blows through a tunnel erasing the past
A highway and snakeskin where houses blow down
On a street in Vichy where a boy waits for me 
By a dome that is Rome in the hills of Tennessee

There’s sand in my glass, I don’t see you anymore
It rains in my eyes and it snows on the floor
There’s a wind in China and a train to Kamaroon
Manhattan under the Paris moon
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